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Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra (Katowice)
The Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra of Katowice was founded in 1935 in Warsaw through the initiative
of the well-known Polish conductor and composer Grzegorz Fitelberg, under whom the orchestra worked until the
outbreak of World War II. In March 1945 it was revived in Katowice by the eminent Polish conductor Witold
Rowicki, and in 1947 Grzegorz Fitelberg returned to Poland and became its artistic director. He was succeeded by
leading Polish conductors, among others Jan Krenz, Kazimierz Kord and Antoni Wit. Since 2001 Gabriel Chmura
has served as music director. The orchestra has appeared with conductors and soloists of the greatest distinction,
including Leonard Bernstein, Neville Marriner and Kurt Masur, and has toured most European countries as well as
the Americas and countries of the Near and Far East. It has recorded over 180 compact discs for Polish and
international record companies. For Naxos, the PNRSO has recorded over seventy discs, among them the complete
symphonies of Mahler, Tchaikovsky, Schumann, Lutos1awski and Penderecki.

Antoni Wit
Antoni Wit, one of the most highly regarded Polish conductors, studied conducting with Henryk Czy.z and
composition with Krzysztof Penderecki at the Academy of Music in Kraców, subsequently continuing his studies
with Nadia Boulanger in Paris. He also graduated in law at the Jagiellonian University in Kraców. Immediately after
completing his studies he was engaged as an assistant at the Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra by Witold Rowicki
and was later appointed conductor of the Poznaƒ Philharmonic, collaborated with the Warsaw Grand Theatre, and
from 1964 to 1977 was artistic director of the Pomeranian Philharmonic, before his appointment as director of the
Polish Radio and Television Orchestra and Chorus in Kraców. From 1983 to 2000 he was the director of the Polish
National Radio Symphony Orchestra (Katowice), and from 1987 to 1994 chief conductor and then principal guest
conductor of the Orquesta Filarmónica de Gran Canaria. His international career has brought engagements with
major orchestras throughout Europe, the Americas and the Near and Far East. He has made some hundred records,
including an acclaimed release for Naxos of the piano concertos of Prokofiev, awarded the Diapson d’Or and Grand
Priz du Disque de la Nouvelle Académie du Disque. His recording of Messiaen’s Turangalîla Symphony (Naxos
8.554478-79) was awarded the Cannes Classical Award for works of the twentieth century at MIDEM in 2002. In
January 2002 he was appointed general and artistic director of the Warsaw Philharmonic, The National Orchestra
and Choir of Poland.  Antoni Wit is a professor at the Fryderyk Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw. 
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Twenty Polish Christmas Carols 40:05
for Soprano, female choir and orchestra

1 Angels to the shepherds came 2:00
2 Hey! We rejoice now 0:47
3 When the Christ to us is born 2:04
4 Just after midnight 1:29
5 God is born 2:18
6 Our Lovely Lady 3:22
7 Hurrying to Bethlehem 0:56
8 In a manger 2:05
9 Jesus there is lying 1:31
0 We are shepherds 1:43
! Lullaby, Jesus 1:58
@ Hey, on this day 1:14
# Jesus lovely flower 3:45
$ Hey la, Hey la, shepherds there you are 2:30
% What to do with this child? 1:43
^ Hey, hey lovely Lady Mary 2:25
& This is our Lord’s birthday 1:54
* Shepherds, can you tell? 1:55
( Infant so tiny 2:12
) Holy Lady Mary 2:13

(wandered through the world wide)

¡ Lacrimosa 3:37
for Soprano, choir and orchestra

Five Songs 10:39
for female voice and 30 solo instruments
after poems by Kazimiera I11akowicz (1892-1983)

™ The Sea 2:56
£ The Wind 1:08
¢ Winter 2:57
∞ Knights 1:31
§ Church Bells 2:08
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Olga Pasichnyk 
Born in Ukraine, Olga Pasichnyk  studied the piano and musical pedagogy in her native Rivne, and voice at the Kiev
Conservatory and, as a postgraduate, at the Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw. In 1992 she became a soloist of
the Warsaw Chamber Opera, singing with success major rôles in operas by Monteverdi, Handel, Mozart, Rossini,
Verdi, Puccini, Debussy, Tchaikovsky, and by contemporary composers in most of the countries of Europe, in the
United States, Canada and Japan. She has performed at numerous concerts and international music festivals in major
concert halls and theatres throughout Europe, appearing with leading orchestras and conductors. Olga Pasichnyk
won second prize in the International Vocal Competition in s’Hertogenbosch in 1994, and in the 1999 Mirjam Helin
International Singing Competition in Helsinki, with further awards at the Belgian Queen Elisabeth International
Music Competition in 2000, when she was also awarded the Special Oratorio Prize and Public Prize. She has made
more than thirty recordings.

Jadwiga Rappé
Jadwiga Rappé is one of the greatest Polish singers. She is a graduate of Warsaw University (Slavic Philology) and
of the Academy of Music in Wroc1aw, where she studied singing under Zofia Brégy and Jerzy Artysz. In 1980 she
won first prize at the International Bach Competition in Leipzig, followed the next year by the Gold Medal at the
International Festival of Young Soloists in Bordeaux. She specialises in oratorios and cantatas, with a repertoire that
ranges from the baroque to the contemporary. She has collaborated with conductors of the highest international
distinction, appearing in major concert halls throughout the world, and in leading festivals. Her many recordings
include the principal contralto solo rôles in music from Bach to Mahler, Honegger, Szymanowski and Penderecki.
Jadwiga Rappé’s repertoire also includes rôles in operas by Handel, Tschaikovsky, Gluck, Verdi, Ponchielli, and
Richard Strauss. She received great acclaim for her Erda in Wagner’s Ring at performances in the Deutsche Oper
Berlin, Covent Garden, Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie, Festival d’Orange, the Vienna State Opera, Oper Frankfurt,
and the Grand Théâtre de Genève. She has served as a member of the jury of the International Vocal Competition
in s’-Hertogenbosch.

Polish Radio Choir, Kraców
The Polish Radio Choir was founded by Jerzy Gert in 1947 and until 1993 was an integral part of the Orchestra and
Choir of Polish Radio and Television. Since January 1995 the ensemble has existed independently as the Polish
Radio Choir in Kraków with W1odzimierz Siedlik appointed as its director and artistic manager. The Polish Radio
Choir has performed and recorded innumerable vocal and instrumental compositions under the baton of many
distinguished Polish and foreign conductors, among them Stanis1aw Wis1ocki, Jan Krenz, Jerzy Semkow, Giuseppe
Sinopoli, Yuri Ahronovitch, and Bruno Bartoletti, as well as having Nadia Boulanger as a guest. The choir has a
wide range of repertoire of unaccompanied and accompanied choral music from various periods, and has recorded
many works for the archive of the Polish Radio and for Polish and foreign record companies. The choir has
collaborated in staged performances of Schoenberg’s opera Moses und Aron and in various theatres, including
Darmstadt, Palermo, Stuttgart and Hamburg.
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Shepherds, can you tell?, and a mood of rapt eloquence
duly characterizes the music of Infant, so tiny. The
sequence then comes to a gentle though not necessarily
serene conclusion with Holy Lady Mary, its expressive
ambiguity perhaps suggested by the words which evoke
one who “wondered through the world wide”. 

The Lacrimosa for soprano, (optional) mixed chorus
and orchestra, is one of two settings from the Requiem
sequence that Lutos1awski composed in 1937 (the other,
Requiem aeternam, was destroyed during the 1944
Warsaw Uprising) and submitted towards the
Composition Diploma he received that year. First
performed in Warsaw in 1938, it is almost his earliest
surviving piece, preceded only by the 1934 Piano
Sonata, and was revived by the composer at several of
the concerts that he conducted later in his career.
Lacrimosa opens with solo soprano sounding plaintive
over strings and woodwind, the music reaching a brief
climax before soloist and chorus take the piece to its
passionate if short-lived culmination. The orchestra
continues alone in a tender recall of the opening melody,
before the final vocal cadence. 

The Five Songs of 1957, setting texts from Rymy
Dzieciece (Children’s Rhymes) by the Lithuanian-born
poet Kazimiera Illakowicz (1892-1983), exhibit aspects
of the more radical idiom Lutos1awski had begun to
develop during the cultural ‘thaw’ that spread across
Eastern Europe in the wake of Stalin’s death. First given
with piano accompaniment by Krystyna Szostek-

Radkowa in Katowice on 25th November 1959, they had
already been arranged for ‘thirty solo instruments’, and
were first heard thus in Katowice on 12th February
1960. Pronunciation difficulty has limited the extent of
their performance outside Poland; something that
Lutos1awski was to counter by turning to French-
language writers for his subsequent vocal works.

The Sea unfolds against a delicate, impressionistic
backdrop of rippling harp and piano with divided
strings, the texture gradually fanning out in harmonic
density but remaining subdued in texture and dynamics.
Contrast comes abruptly in the setting of The Wind, its
rhetorical vocal line intensified by the counterpoint of
string clusters and gamboling piano chords which
fragments towards the close. String harmonics provide
an ethereal ambience for the depiction of inanimate
nature in Winter, the still centrepiece of the cycle, before
striding piano figuration and percussive splashes,
latterly tailing off into a musing uncertainty, are brought
to bear on Knights. For the final song, Church Bells, a
distanced yet insistent chiming pattern in upper strings is
slowly intensified by the entry of piano and gongs.
These latter are allowed to resonate after the soloist has
ceased, so bringing this distinctive and discreetly
cohesive group of songs to a thoughtful, even ominous
close. 

Richard Whitehouse
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If one takes 1954, the year that Witold Lutos1awski
completed his Concerto for Orchestra [Naxos
8.553779] and began work on his Musique funèbre
[8.553202], as the mid-point in his composing, then the
vocal works which follow amount to just four major
pieces: from the 1960s the Trois poèmes d’Henri
Michaux [8.553779] and the song-cycle Paroles tissées
[8.553423]; from the 1970s the ‘scena’ Les espaces du
sommeil [8.553423]; and from the 1980s the song-cycle
Chantefleurs et Chantefables [8.554283]. Before 1954,
however, vocal music comprises a large part of what
Lutos1awski wrote; the greater part, indeed, during the
decade after 1945, when a rapid implementing of
Socialist Realist cultural policies by the Polish
authorities made it hard for the composer to pursue the
line of development evinced in his earlier orchestral and
chamber works. 

Of the dozen or so vocal collections to emerge at
this time, by far the most substantial and, from a latter-
day perspective, surely the most attractive is the Twenty
Polish Carols that Lutos1awski assembled in 1946. This
was originally arranged for solo voice and piano, and
given its partial première by the soprano Aniela
Szleminska and pianist Jan Hoffman in Kraków during
January 1947. The composer returned to the carols
almost four decades later, transcribing seventeen of
them for soprano, female choir and chamber orchestra
for performance in London by Marie Slorach with the
London Sinfonietta and Chorus on 15th December 1985.
The remaining carols were added some four years later,
and the complete sequence heard in Edinburgh, with
Susan Hamilton, together with the Scottish
Philharmonic Singers and Scottish Chamber Orchestra,
on 14th December 1990. On that occasion the carols
were performed in an English translation by the
musicologist and Lutos1awski authority Charles
Bodman-Rae, but the present recording uses the Polish
texts originally selected by the composer. 

The texts and melodies of the Twenty Polish Carols
were compiled from three collections of Spiewnik

kóscielny published by Father Michal Mioduszewski in
1838, 1842 and 1853, as well as his Pastoralki i koledy
z melodyjami of 1843 and Oskar Kolberg’s Lubelskie of
1883 and Leczyckie of 1889 (all six volumes being
originally published in Kraków). The carols can be
performed singly, as a selection, or as a complete entity,
in which case they comprise a musical sequence as
substantial as it is varied. 

The sequence begins with Angels to the shepherds
came, in a simple yet eloquent setting for choir. There
follows the brief Hey! We rejoice now, with its lively
evocation of bells, then soprano and choir alternate in
the gentle setting of When the Christ to us is born. The
lightly tripping rhythm of Just after midnight is typical
of Lutoslawski’s folk-inspired music of this period, as is
the piquant modal harmony of God is born, once again
with an effective contrast between choral and solo
entries. The pensive rhythm of Our Lovely Lady is duly
sustained in a mood of solemn contemplation, unlike the
appropriately fleet Hurrying to Bethlehem. The
undulating motion of In a manger helps to make this one
of the most attractive of all the carols, and complements
the ruminative calm of Jesus there is lying, before the
more incisive atmosphere of We are shepherds marks
the cycle’s mid-point. 

Lullaby, Jesus is most notable for the delicacy of its
harp writing, and Hey, on this day for its bustling string
accompaniment, while piano and xylophone, heard
against ethereal string harmonies, enhance the discreetly
sensuous mood of Jesus lovely flower, the most
extended carol of the cycle. There is a certain
mischievous edge to the setting of Hey la, Hey la,
shepherds there you are, which follows, and a bitter-
sweet feel to What to do with this child? that is enhanced
by plaintive bassoon writing. The minor-mode treatment
of Hey, hey lovely Lady Mary gives the music a
surprisingly doleful quality, though the mood brightens
appreciably for the lively setting of This is our Lord’s
birthday, with its chiming percussion. There is an
appropriately questioning quality running though

Witold Lutoslawski (1913–1994)
Twenty Polish Christmas Carols • Lacrimosa • Five Songs 

Sung texts and translations for Twenty Polish Christmas Carols and Lacrimosa and an English translation of
Five Songs are available as PDF files online at www.naxos.com/libretti/20carols.htm

We regret we are unable to include the Polish texts for Five Songs. 
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Conservatory and, as a postgraduate, at the Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw. In 1992 she became a soloist of
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latterly tailing off into a musing uncertainty, are brought
to bear on Knights. For the final song, Church Bells, a
distanced yet insistent chiming pattern in upper strings is
slowly intensified by the entry of piano and gongs.
These latter are allowed to resonate after the soloist has
ceased, so bringing this distinctive and discreetly
cohesive group of songs to a thoughtful, even ominous
close. 

Richard Whitehouse
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If one takes 1954, the year that Witold Lutos1awski
completed his Concerto for Orchestra [Naxos
8.553779] and began work on his Musique funèbre
[8.553202], as the mid-point in his composing, then the
vocal works which follow amount to just four major
pieces: from the 1960s the Trois poèmes d’Henri
Michaux [8.553779] and the song-cycle Paroles tissées
[8.553423]; from the 1970s the ‘scena’ Les espaces du
sommeil [8.553423]; and from the 1980s the song-cycle
Chantefleurs et Chantefables [8.554283]. Before 1954,
however, vocal music comprises a large part of what
Lutos1awski wrote; the greater part, indeed, during the
decade after 1945, when a rapid implementing of
Socialist Realist cultural policies by the Polish
authorities made it hard for the composer to pursue the
line of development evinced in his earlier orchestral and
chamber works. 

Of the dozen or so vocal collections to emerge at
this time, by far the most substantial and, from a latter-
day perspective, surely the most attractive is the Twenty
Polish Carols that Lutos1awski assembled in 1946. This
was originally arranged for solo voice and piano, and
given its partial première by the soprano Aniela
Szleminska and pianist Jan Hoffman in Kraków during
January 1947. The composer returned to the carols
almost four decades later, transcribing seventeen of
them for soprano, female choir and chamber orchestra
for performance in London by Marie Slorach with the
London Sinfonietta and Chorus on 15th December 1985.
The remaining carols were added some four years later,
and the complete sequence heard in Edinburgh, with
Susan Hamilton, together with the Scottish
Philharmonic Singers and Scottish Chamber Orchestra,
on 14th December 1990. On that occasion the carols
were performed in an English translation by the
musicologist and Lutos1awski authority Charles
Bodman-Rae, but the present recording uses the Polish
texts originally selected by the composer. 

The texts and melodies of the Twenty Polish Carols
were compiled from three collections of Spiewnik

kóscielny published by Father Michal Mioduszewski in
1838, 1842 and 1853, as well as his Pastoralki i koledy
z melodyjami of 1843 and Oskar Kolberg’s Lubelskie of
1883 and Leczyckie of 1889 (all six volumes being
originally published in Kraków). The carols can be
performed singly, as a selection, or as a complete entity,
in which case they comprise a musical sequence as
substantial as it is varied. 

The sequence begins with Angels to the shepherds
came, in a simple yet eloquent setting for choir. There
follows the brief Hey! We rejoice now, with its lively
evocation of bells, then soprano and choir alternate in
the gentle setting of When the Christ to us is born. The
lightly tripping rhythm of Just after midnight is typical
of Lutoslawski’s folk-inspired music of this period, as is
the piquant modal harmony of God is born, once again
with an effective contrast between choral and solo
entries. The pensive rhythm of Our Lovely Lady is duly
sustained in a mood of solemn contemplation, unlike the
appropriately fleet Hurrying to Bethlehem. The
undulating motion of In a manger helps to make this one
of the most attractive of all the carols, and complements
the ruminative calm of Jesus there is lying, before the
more incisive atmosphere of We are shepherds marks
the cycle’s mid-point. 

Lullaby, Jesus is most notable for the delicacy of its
harp writing, and Hey, on this day for its bustling string
accompaniment, while piano and xylophone, heard
against ethereal string harmonies, enhance the discreetly
sensuous mood of Jesus lovely flower, the most
extended carol of the cycle. There is a certain
mischievous edge to the setting of Hey la, Hey la,
shepherds there you are, which follows, and a bitter-
sweet feel to What to do with this child? that is enhanced
by plaintive bassoon writing. The minor-mode treatment
of Hey, hey lovely Lady Mary gives the music a
surprisingly doleful quality, though the mood brightens
appreciably for the lively setting of This is our Lord’s
birthday, with its chiming percussion. There is an
appropriately questioning quality running though

Witold Lutoslawski (1913–1994)
Twenty Polish Christmas Carols • Lacrimosa • Five Songs 

Sung texts and translations for Twenty Polish Christmas Carols and Lacrimosa and an English translation of
Five Songs are available as PDF files online at www.naxos.com/libretti/20carols.htm

We regret we are unable to include the Polish texts for Five Songs. 
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Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra (Katowice)
The Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra of Katowice was founded in 1935 in Warsaw through the initiative
of the well-known Polish conductor and composer Grzegorz Fitelberg, under whom the orchestra worked until the
outbreak of World War II. In March 1945 it was revived in Katowice by the eminent Polish conductor Witold
Rowicki, and in 1947 Grzegorz Fitelberg returned to Poland and became its artistic director. He was succeeded by
leading Polish conductors, among others Jan Krenz, Kazimierz Kord and Antoni Wit. Since 2001 Gabriel Chmura
has served as music director. The orchestra has appeared with conductors and soloists of the greatest distinction,
including Leonard Bernstein, Neville Marriner and Kurt Masur, and has toured most European countries as well as
the Americas and countries of the Near and Far East. It has recorded over 180 compact discs for Polish and
international record companies. For Naxos, the PNRSO has recorded over seventy discs, among them the complete
symphonies of Mahler, Tchaikovsky, Schumann, Lutos1awski and Penderecki.

Antoni Wit
Antoni Wit, one of the most highly regarded Polish conductors, studied conducting with Henryk Czy.z and
composition with Krzysztof Penderecki at the Academy of Music in Kraców, subsequently continuing his studies
with Nadia Boulanger in Paris. He also graduated in law at the Jagiellonian University in Kraców. Immediately after
completing his studies he was engaged as an assistant at the Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra by Witold Rowicki
and was later appointed conductor of the Poznaƒ Philharmonic, collaborated with the Warsaw Grand Theatre, and
from 1964 to 1977 was artistic director of the Pomeranian Philharmonic, before his appointment as director of the
Polish Radio and Television Orchestra and Chorus in Kraców. From 1983 to 2000 he was the director of the Polish
National Radio Symphony Orchestra (Katowice), and from 1987 to 1994 chief conductor and then principal guest
conductor of the Orquesta Filarmónica de Gran Canaria. His international career has brought engagements with
major orchestras throughout Europe, the Americas and the Near and Far East. He has made some hundred records,
including an acclaimed release for Naxos of the piano concertos of Prokofiev, awarded the Diapson d’Or and Grand
Priz du Disque de la Nouvelle Académie du Disque. His recording of Messiaen’s Turangalîla Symphony (Naxos
8.554478-79) was awarded the Cannes Classical Award for works of the twentieth century at MIDEM in 2002. In
January 2002 he was appointed general and artistic director of the Warsaw Philharmonic, The National Orchestra
and Choir of Poland.  Antoni Wit is a professor at the Fryderyk Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw. 

LUTOSŁAWSKI
Twenty Polish Christmas Carols

Lacrimosa • Five Songs
Pasichnyk • Rappé • Polish Radio Chorus, Kraców

Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra (Katowice)
Antoni Wit

8.5559946

Twenty Polish Christmas Carols 40:05
for Soprano, female choir and orchestra

1 Angels to the shepherds came 2:00
2 Hey! We rejoice now 0:47
3 When the Christ to us is born 2:04
4 Just after midnight 1:29
5 God is born 2:18
6 Our Lovely Lady 3:22
7 Hurrying to Bethlehem 0:56
8 In a manger 2:05
9 Jesus there is lying 1:31
0 We are shepherds 1:43
! Lullaby, Jesus 1:58
@ Hey, on this day 1:14
# Jesus lovely flower 3:45
$ Hey la, Hey la, shepherds there you are 2:30
% What to do with this child? 1:43
^ Hey, hey lovely Lady Mary 2:25
& This is our Lord’s birthday 1:54
* Shepherds, can you tell? 1:55
( Infant so tiny 2:12
) Holy Lady Mary 2:13

(wandered through the world wide)

¡ Lacrimosa 3:37
for Soprano, choir and orchestra

Five Songs 10:39
for female voice and 30 solo instruments
after poems by Kazimiera I11akowicz (1892-1983)

™ The Sea 2:56
£ The Wind 1:08
¢ Winter 2:57
∞ Knights 1:31
§ Church Bells 2:08
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Assembled in 1946 from texts and melodies that had been collected during the nineteenth century,
Twenty Polish Carols is one of Lutos11awski’s most substantial and most attractive vocal collections.
The carols comprise a musical sequence as substantial as it is varied. Highlights include the lightly
tripping rhythm of Just after midnight, typical of Lutos11awski’s folk-inspired music of the period, the
undulating motion of In a manger, one of the most charming of all the carols, and the discreetly
sensuous mood of Jesus lovely flower, the most extended carol of the cycle. By way of contrast, the Five
Songs of 1957, exhibit aspects of the more experimental idiom Lutos11awski had begun to evolve during
the cultural ‘thaw’ that spread across Eastern Europe in the wake of Stalin’s death in 1953. 

Witold
LUTOSŁAWSKI

(1913–1994)

Olga Pasichnyk, Soprano 1 • Jadwiga Rappé, Alto 2

Polish Radio Chorus, Kraców 3 (W1odzimierz Siedlik, Chorus Master)

Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra (Katowice)
Antoni Wit

SPONSORED BY THE POLISH MINISTRY OF CULTURE

Recorded in the Grzegorz Fitelberg Concert Hall, Katowice, from 3rd to 5th December, 2001 (Tracks 1-21)
and on 15th January, 1997 (Tracks 22-26) • Producer and Engineer: Beata Jankowska 

Booklet Notes: Richard Whitehouse • Publishers: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, Kraków / 
Chester Music Ltd., London (Tracks 1-21) and Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, Kraków / 

Moeck Verlang-Celle (Tracks 22-26) • Please see the booklet for a complete track list
Cover Picture: Winter Evening in front of a Country House, 1921 by Jozef Ryszkiewicz (1856–1925)

(Private Collection / Agra Art, Warsaw, Poland / The Bridgeman Art Library))

1-) Twenty Polish Christmas Carols 1 3 40:05
for soprano, female choir and orchestra

¡ Lacrimosa 1 3 3:37
for soprano, choir and orchestra

™-§ Five Songs 2 10:39
for female voice and 30 solo instruments
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